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1. Flashcard Activity

1. The teacher asks the students to guess the transportation picture on a flashcard and
make sounds of some transportation e.g. rocket sounds like “wushhhh” 2. The student answers by
raising the right hand and/or the student answer by shouting together the name of the
transportation 3. The teacher gives reinforcement to the students’ answers 4. If there is difficulty
among the students, the teacher may give a clue like “It has 4 wheels and start with the letter C”
to help them memorize so they can guess 5. Repeat at least 2 rounds of 10 flashcards. 6. The
teacher asks them where they see these vehicles. For example, cars move on the ground. 7. The
students answer based on their experience.

This activity can be an activity to assess the students' knowledge about how well they

memorize and comprehend the vocabulary about transportation by repeating an activity. However, this

activity can not be the only activity to assess the students because it only lasts for several minutes.

2. Stick on the Board Activity

1. The teacher shares the printed picture of transportation with the students (randomly)
2. The students add the double tip on the back of picture 3. The teacher prepared the whiteboard
in front of the class with the big picture of the beach (water), the road (land), and the sky (air) 5.
The students come forward and stick the picture on the board, where those transportation
operate 6. The teacher makes an evaluation of the placement of each transportation category
and gives reinforcement.

This activity can be an activity to assess the students’ knowledge about how well they

comprehend the vocabulary about transportation because they know where the transportations are

operate. Furthermore, children at the preschool level need more stimulus for their motor skills so this

activity is suitable for them.

3. Worksheet & Homework

1. The teacher gives worksheets to the students while teaching in the classroom or gives the

students homework 2. The students did it accompanied by their teacher/parents.

The worksheets are very beneficial to the students because it reflects how they understand

the materials about various subjects in transportation.


